
 

Pointillism is a style of painting made up of tiny dots of color.  This technique 
was developed and made famous by George Seurat and Paul Signac in France 

in the late 1880’s. 

Pointillism Project 

Supplies Needed:   Paper, Pencil and Markers 

 

Instructions: 

1. With pencil lightly draw a simple picture.  A tree or flow-
er works well 

2. Select colors for your picture. 

3. Start filling in your picture with little  dots of color. 

Try blending colors with your markers, put equal 
amounts of one color dot with equal amounts of 
another color dot.   

 

Exchange markers for paint and use cotton swabs 
or a pencil eraser to make your dots of color. 

 

Watch this video on Pointillism:  

https://youtu.be/ZFUS9SifNJU 
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Find More Fun  for Kids at 4h.okstate.edu/4-h-at-home for 100’s of ideas and 
activities and on the  Oklahoma 4-H Virtual Clovers Facebook.  New projects 

and activities are posted at 10am & 2pm, Monday through Friday. 

Paper Puppy 

Supplies Needed:  Marker, crayon or Pencil and a  square piece of paper   Any type of paper 
will work but it needs to be square. (Regular paper makes a 8.5 inch square, construction 
paper makes a 9 inch square.) 

Origami is the art of folding paper.  The goal is 
to transform a flat, square piece of paper into a 

3 dimensional sculpture. 

Place 
square of 
paper in 
front of 
you as a 
diamond 

Bring 
bottom 

corner to 
the top 

corner & 
fold 

Bring right 
corner to 
the left 

corner & 
fold 

Unfold and 
place in 
front of 

you  

 

About an 
inch from 
the center 
fold, fold 

right corner 
down 

Repeat 

Step 5 on 
the left 

Fold 
bottom 

corner up 
about           
1 1/2  

inches  

Draw on eyes, nose and 
other details 

TIP - a small piece of tape 
to help hold the nose 


